
With a Believing, Hope and Love 

In this number we can already establish circumstance as three years ago release of 

magazine together with High school, which is it founder, were now carried out, and moved 

to under control territory of Ukraine territory. It is impossible to say, that these years 

passed without problems, disappointments and losses. But all of it is not related so much 

to scientific quality of magazine, which only to add in confession and bringing  it to the 

international scientifical and metrical bases, and to do our authors have the opportunity to 

promote the index of quoting of the labors, and their developments and achievements 

become known to the world. The question is there at a human factor, at disappointment, 

which is experienced by every member of editorial college; forgotten trust to the policy of 

migrants, which is conducted by the State and Ministry of education and science of 

Ukraine to transmigrates and high schools. Also there is a question about endless 

expectations, when finished military operations and most migrants will have the 

opportunity go back to the houses. And when negative attitude to will migrants, will make 

off too, that compels after every wandering to abandon the professionals all that, to what 

adapted these three years and to countermarch, because a faith and hope are finished in 

goodies, eternal and clever. Because that, who never carried all events, what had migrants, 

them moral and financial losses, can not understand and feel all hopes of migrants. 

However life is proceed anywhere and ignore anything. And that is great, that this 

event coincides with the Christian momentous Saint Day of "Faith (Vera), Hope 

(Nadezhda) and Love (Lubov) and mother their Sofia". Therefore we are believed, that 

will alive to events of peaceful sky above Donbas; to have a hope, that attitude of all 

environments (human, regional and national) to migrants will change and it will not be a 

permanent action. And we are take the sincerest love to all those, who helps us every time, 

every day and these throughout the year believed us, supports our confidence, that all 

hopes and desires necessarily will be carried out. Because everybody does not abandon 

whishes, when is moved forward… So, we are believed and hope, that we together with 

our readers, authors, official and unofficial friends are advanced with a faith in the best 

and with love to all, who is near us. 
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